
 

 
 

S I E R R A L E O N E P R O G R A M G U I D E 
 

Frank Adoption Center has been working in Sierra Leone since the beginning of 2018. We partner with 
several children’s homes in and around Freetown. Our focus in choosing a partner home is centered 
on their ethical practice, care of the children and the support they offer to the larger community. 
Another bonus: some of ‘our’ homes also have active and well-run foster care and family reunification 
programs.   Many children are able to be adopted by their foster parents or reunified with their first 
families. 
 
This means the children eligible for international adoption are those for whom international adoption  
is the last best option, all other avenues have been exhausted. This also means that the majority of the 
children are older – over the age of 6. Many were orphaned by the Ebola crisis; some had Ebola 
themselves and have since recovered.       Others were orphaned during the tragic mudslides in Sierra 
Leone in recent years. And for others, their orphan status has come about in other ways: poverty, civil 
war, or the death of a parent. All of these children have experienced trauma and it is vital that you 
recognize that and work to understand what it means as a whole and for your child specifically. 
 
We are working with a phenomenal attorney in Freetown: a woman named Isatu Jalloh. She is an 
incredibly skilled attorney with a wonderful reputation. She is thorough and assertive and an absolute 
asset to our program in Sierra Leone. 
 
We have traveled to Sierra Leone as an agency and been able to meet with our partners in person, as 
well as visit Sierra Leone government offices and meet with officials of the Ministry and Courts, and 
also with the US embassy. While we have great confidence in our team in Sierra Leone, it is important 
to remember that there are always unknowns in any international adoption process and patience and 
flexibility is key. 

 
Families should expect a process time of 18+ months with a minimum of 3 trips, each lasting 10-
14 days. Families should be open to referrals of children over the age of 6.  
 
To again reiterate, as this is a key aspect of our work as an agency: the children we seek to place 
are children for whom family reunification or adoption  by a family in Sierra Leone is not feasible. 
We firmly believe a child should remain in their country of birth as the best scenario; however, we 
also recognize that this not always possible and that is when an adoptive family is needed. It is 
our goal to ensure you, as that family, are as prepared as possible to be the best home for a 
Sierra Leonean child. 



Process Steps: 
 

1. The first step in the adoption process is to obtain a Hague Accredited Primary Provider in the US 
(adoption agency); this is Frank Adoption Center. Dempsey Law will serve as your partner immigration 
firm and will work directly with you and us throughout your process. 
 

2. The second step is to obtain a home study provider in your home state. The home study agency will assess 
your home and family relationships to determine your eligibility to adopt according to US and international 
regulations. A key piece of this will be online, Hague approved education. Frank Adoption Center makes 
this education available to you at no charge and both Frank and your home study agency will support you 
throughout this initial training. They will then write a full report that our agency will review. Once the 
report is approved and issued, we will use it to take our next steps. Estimate 60-90 days for this step, but 
this will vary from agency to agency and state to state. While we prefer that you use a Hague accredited 
home study agency, we are open to considering non-Hague home study agencies on a case by case basis. 
Please reach out to us for any help in finding a local provider. 
 

3. Step 3 is filing the I600a documents with USCIS. This will result in your receiving preliminary approval 
to obtain a US visa for a child(ren) born in Sierra Leone. While Frank staff will be fully available to you 
for this step, Kelly Dempsey will be your primary contact for the I600a filing. 
 

4. Step 4 is dossier assembly and submission (there are parts of this you can work on simultaneously with your 
home study). The dossier is the set of documents that represent you to the Sierra Leonean authorities. It 
will include a number of documents, some of which you have already provided as part of your home study 
and others that are specific to Sierra Leone. Again, we will guide you in the creation of your dossier to 
ensure it meets the requirements of all organizations involved. Once  complete, we will submit your dossier 
to our attorney in Sierra Leone, Isatu Jalloh, and she will begin representing you in your process there. 
 

5. Step 5 is Matching and Referral. Frank Adoption Center will present you with a referral of a child or children 
eligible for international adoption for your family to consider, based on the parameters of your home study, 
USCIS approval and ongoing discussions with you. We will give you as much information as is available on 
the child. This typically includes a minimum of a medical/health report; a social report that shares what is 
known of the child's history, along with notes that are more focused on their personality; and a minimum 
of 1 photo. We ask that you take time to consider this information; share it with a medical professional if 
needed; and ask us any questions that will help in your feeling confident in your decision. Know that if this 
match does not feel right, that is okay. The child is not going to 'go to the bottom' of any list and neither will 
you. Our goal is for you to move forward at this stage feeling as confident as possible in your ability to 
parent this child in the way that he/she needs. 
If you do choose to accept this referral, you will be assigned additional education hours specific to the 
needs of your child and family through an Individualized Education Plan (IEP). Again, these courses will be 
offered online at no additional cost to you and you will discuss the material and your ‘take aways’ with us 
throughout. We are also happy to provide you with additional resources at any time.  
 

6. Once your dossier is submitted, a minimum of 5 hours of course work from your IEP has been completed, 
and we have obtained all needed follow up documents on your matched child in Sierra Leone, you can 
schedule your FIRST TRIP! You will travel to Sierra Leone to visit your child(ren) and spend 10-14 days 
getting to know them better, as well as attending a few important meetings, including a meeting at the 
Ministry that will begin your guardianship period!  Step 6 is completion of the required 6-month 
guardianship period, which is largely served by-proxy via financial sponsorship and communication directly 
with your child.  
 
 



 
Frank Adoption Center will work together with Isatu Jalloh to begin the guardianship step with the Ministry 
of Social Welfare, Gender and Children’s Affairs in Sierra Leone. The Ministry will review your case and 
establish formal and legal guardianship (you will receive a copy of this document). , thus beginning the 
guardianship period. During this time, we will send $100 a month per child directly to the orphanage on 
your behalf. You will have ongoing communication with your child(ren) through WhatsApp or Skype to build 
your connection. Documentation of this time will be compiled and presented as needed later in your 
process. Families should anticipate continuing monthly support beyond the 6-month period for as long as 
their child(ren) are in care. We ask that you plan on a minimum 18 months total.  
 

7. Step 7 is a Court appointment to finalize your adoption in Sierra Leone. Once you have completed a 
minimum of 5 more IEP hours (for a total of 10 IEP hours); your 6 months of guardianship have passed; and 
Isatu has obtained all documentation required for Court from the Ministry, you will be able to return for 
your second trip of 14 days during which time you will attend Court. Isatu will secure a Court date for your 
adoption case to be heard before a judge in Freetown. Once this step is complete a formal Adoption 
Finalization will be issued (you will get a copy) and you are now the legal parents of your children!  
Isatu will gather all legal documents from the Court and Ministry and submit them to Frank Adoption 
Center so we can begin the next step to help you get your child(ren) home. You’ll return to the US to wait 
out the remainder of the process while Isatu and the children’s home team act as your POAs in your 
absence. It typically takes 2-4 weeks post court for Isatu to gather all documents. 
 

8. Step 8 is I600 assembly and submission; the I600 is the application for a US visa for your child(ren). Once 
FAC has the documents from Isatu, we will work together with Dempsey Law here in the US to submit your 
I600 application to USCIS to seek approval for your child(ren) to immigrate to the US. Once we submit the 
I600, it will be reviewed and approved here in the US. This is typically taking 3+ months (we will give you a 
better time estimate when you reach this stage).  
Once we receive initial approval of your I600 by USCIS, your case will be sent to the US Embassy in 
Freetown for investigation and final approval. Note: Many families also use this time to obtain a Sierra 
Leonean Passport for their child via a POA. FAC will instruct you on this step. 
 

9. Step 9 is the DS260 Application. This is an online form that you will be invited to complete after the 
approval of your I-600. You will fill this out as though you are your child, something that can be a little 
confusing at first glance! We will help with instructions when the time comes. 
 

10. Step 10 is the I604 Investigation. This is an investigation by the US embassy meant to confirm and validate 
all of the paperwork submitted to them. FAC, along with Isatu and Dempsey Law, will assist with any 
questions the Embassy may ask of us during this time. The Embassy states that their goal is to have the i604 
investigation completed within 90 days.  
During this time, they may conduct interviews at the Embassy and/or send out field investigators to speak 
with witnesses in and around Freetown. Once they are satisfied that everything is true and complete they will 
grant approval for the visa(s) for the child(ren). You and Dempsey Law will typically be notified via email of this 
step and we ask that you let FAC know right away – this is most certainly a ‘celebration stage!’ 
 

11. Step 11 is a medical exam: your child(ren) will have to clear a visa medical examination with the results 
submitted to the US embassy. This exam will consist of at least 2 visits that are 48-72 hours apart, but could 
require additional exams and treatment depending on your child’s health and vaccination records or based 
on the findings of the initial appointment. This appointment can only be scheduled once we have 
permission from the Embassy and must be done at an Embassy approved clinic. We can help facilitate this 
appointment with a POA if you are not yet in Sierra Leone.  
 
 
 



 
*Between steps 10 and 11, families will be assigned a final pre-travel education plan to refresh your 
knowledge and best prepare you for bringing home your child. Again, these courses will be provided online 
and at no additional cost to you. These education hours will need to be completed before your 3rd and final 
trip. 
 

12. Finally, in Step 12 you will return for your 3rd and final trip to pick up the visa and bring your child(ren) 
home to the US! Your child(ren) will become US citizens upon entry to the country and should receive a 
Certificate Of Citizenship and Social Security card in mail 6-8 weeks after coming home. (With the exception 
of children over 13; they will receive a letter from USCIS inviting them to come take the oath of citizenship 
where they will then receive their COCs in person.) 
While Sierra Leone does not have any formal post adoption reporting requirements, FAC will ask that you 
meet the requirements of your home state and/or your child(ren)’s specific orphanage. We will have 
discussed this reporting schedule and expectations with you prior to your travel and will continue to reiterate 
them as needed.  
 

 
Please know that we are available to you at anytime throughout your adoption process and for as long as you’ll 
have us after returning home! Parenting is not easy; parenting children who have experienced trauma is not easy 
and we do not ever want you to feel as though you are on your own in any of this! We also take such joy in 
celebrating your children and are so very grateful that you allow us to be a part of your family’s story.



13. Step 7 is court to complete your adoption in Sierra Leone. Isatu will secure a court date for your 
adoption case to be heard before a judge in Freetown. Once you have completed a minimum of 5 
more IEP hours (for a total of 10 IEP hours), your 6 months are completed, and Isatu has obtained 
all documentation required for court from the ministry, you will be able to return for your second 
trip and anticipate a 14 day stay in which you will attend court. Once court is complete and 
approved, you are now the legal parents of your children! Isatu will gather all legal documents 
from the court and ministry and submit them to Frank Adoption Center so we can begin the next 
step to help you get your child(ren) home. You’ll return to the US to wait out the remainder of 
the process while Isatu and Joseph (FAC facilitator in Sierra Leone) and/or the children’s home 
team act as your POAs in your absence. It typically takes 2-4 weeks post court for Isatu to gather 
all documents. 

 
14. Step 8 is I600 assembly and submission. Once FAC has the documents from Isatu, we will work 

together with Dempsey Law here in the US to submit your I600 application to USCIS to seek 
approval for your child(ren) to immigrate back to the US. Once we submit the I600 it will be 
reviewed and approved here in the US. This is typically taking 2+ months. Once we receive 
approval, your case will be sent to the US embassy in Freetown for investigation and final 
approval. Note: Many families also use this time to obtain a Sierra Leonean Passport for their child 
via a POA. FAC will instruct you on this step. 

 
15. Step 9 is DS260 Application. This is an online form that you will be invited to complete after the 

approval of your I-600. We will help with instructions when the time comes. 
 

16. Step 10 is I604 Investigation. This is an investigation by the US embassy meant to confirm and 
validate all of the paperwork submitted to them. We will assist with any questions they have 
during this time. The embassy states that their goal is to have the i604 investigation completed 
within 90 days. During this time they may conduct interviews at the embassy and/or send out 
field investigators to speak with witnesses in the case. Once they are satisfied that everything is 
true and complete they will grant approval for the visa(s) for the child(ren). 

 
17. Step 11 is a medical exam. The child(ren) will have to clear a visa medical examination and the 

results submitted to the US embassy. This exam will consist of at least 2 visits that are 48-72 
hours apart but could require additional treatment depending on their health and vaccination 
records. This appointment can only be scheduled once we have permission from the embassy. 
We can help facilitate this appointment with a POA if you are not in Sierra Leone. At this time, 
families will be assigned a final pre-travel education plan to refresh your knowledge and prepare 
you for bringing home your child. These education hours will need to be completed before your 
3rd and final trip. 

 
18. Finally in Step 12 you will return for your 3rd and final trip to pick up the visa and bring your 

children home to the US! Your child(ren) will become US citizens upon entry to the country and 
should receive a COC and SS card in mail 6-8 weeks after coming home. (With the exception of 
children over 13; they will receive a letter from USCIS inviting them to come take the oath of 
citizenship where they will then receive their COCs in person.) 
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